"apologetic" definition that provides "a generous gift to those seeking to legitimate and depoliticize most expressions of American global power in the twentieth century." 3 With dollar diplomacy, CIA-backed coups, and the Vietnam War ruled conceptually out, U.S. empire becomes a more modest and consequently less malign affair. In that sense, a focus on territory is unacceptable because it does not sufficiently challenge and delegitimize twentieth-century U.S. foreign policy.
Whether that ought to be the measure of our analytical concepts is an open question. But one thing is clear: it's perfectly possible for historians to insist on the importance of territory without limiting their definitions of empire to it. I am one example of this. But we won't make a dent in mainstream U.S. history simply by waving our bibliographies in the air. We'll need to show our colleagues why, by their own lights, empire should matter to them even if it's not their specialty. We'll need to show them how and why their narratives should change in the light of our research. Luckily, as Kramer notes, there is a lot of that research, much of it highly pertinent to this task.
To say that the history of the territories can transform fundamental understandings of U.S. history is not to say that that's all it can do. Obviously, the history of Hawai'i can and should be local history, Polynesian history, Pacific history, indigenous history, Japanese diasporic history, and many other things besides. Kramer is right to stress the importance of colonial history within these many contexts and to insist that its value cannot be reduced to its relevance to U.S. history. But it nevertheless is relevant to U.S. history. Shouldn't we want the U.S. narrative to make room for Polynesia? Especially now, as there has been a president, Barack Obama, born and raised there?
As I mention in my lecture, this question of transforming mainstream U.S.
history has an analogue in far earlier debates about African-American history.
For decades, scholars of black life in the United States insisted, against considerable resistance, that not only was their subject important on its own terms, but that it held to the power to reshape U.S. history. They won that argument conclusively. Beyond the subfield of African-American history, beyond history departments, beyond academia, people have come to think of the United States differently. A recent national survey that asked 4,000 children and adults to name the "most famous Americans in history," not counting presidents and 
